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ABSTRACT
We describe here the results of the first genome-wide
survey of candidate exon repetition events in expres-
sedsequencesfromhuman,mouse,rat,chicken,zeb-
rafishandfly.Exonrepetitionisarareevent,reported
in,10genes,inwhichoneormoreexonsistandemly
duplicated in mRNA but not in the gene. To identify
candidates, we analysed database sequences for
mRNA transcripts in which the order of the spliced
exons does not follow the linear genomic order of
the individual gene [events we term rearrange-
ments or repetition in exon order (RREO)]. Using a
computational approach, we have identified 245
genes in mammals that produce RREO events.
RREO in mRNA occurs predominantly in the coding
regions of genes. However, exon 1 is never involved.
Analysis of the open reading frames suggests that
this process may increase protein diversity and regu-
late protein expression via nonsense-mediated RNA
decay. The sizes of the exons and introns involved
around these events suggest a gene model structure
that may facilitate non-linear splicing. These findings
imply that RREO affects a significant subset of genes
within a genome and suggests that non-linear
information encoded within the genomes of complex
organisms could contribute to phenotypic variation.
INTRODUCTION
The completion of the sequencing of the human genome (1,2)
has raised more questions than it has answered, in regards to
what it is that makes humans and other advanced organisms so
complex. The lack of correlation between the number of genes
and an organism’s complexity raises the question of how
complexity and diversity arise? Alternative splicing of
mRNA molecules from expressed genes is now commonly
thought to affect >70% of all human genes, suggesting that
alternative splicing is one of the most signiﬁcant processes in
the functional complexity of the human genome (1,3–5).
Alternative splicing contributes to functional complexity by
increasing the protein diversity encoded from each gene and
inﬂuencing protein expression regulation, via nonsense-
mediated RNA decay, for example (6–8).
Most alternative splicing research to date has focussed on
alternative cis-splicing, in which exons located within an indi-
vidual pre-mRNA are differentially joined to generate mature
mRNAs (9). This involves joining the exons to be included in
the mature transcript in a linear contiguous manner, 50–30,i n
the order they are found in the genome. However, there is
evidence that suggests there is an additional level of complex-
ity in mammals. Instances of a phenomenon termed exon
scrambling have been reported, whereby the order of the
exons in the RNA does not reﬂect the linear order in the
genome (10–13). However, it has been suggested that this
results from splicing within the lariat produced when several
exons are skipped, and it may not contribute to the pool of
mRNA (13). Less easily explained is the discovery of tan-
demly repeated exons in mammalian mRNA in the absence
of duplications in the genome (14–20), a phenomenon termed
exon repetition. Exon repetition is allele-speciﬁc and operates
strictly in cis, meaning that in heterozygotes only mRNA from
the susceptible allele contains the repetition (20). Unlike exon
scrambling, exon repetition occurs in mRNA and precise pre-
dictions about the arrangement of the exons can be made that
allow it to be identiﬁed even where the cDNA sequences do
not span the repeated sequences. For convenience, we refer to
any departure of the order of exons in mRNA from the 50–30
order in the genome as rearrangements or repetition in exon
order (RREO). This deﬁnition encompasses the phenomena of
both exon scrambling and exon repetition. Currently, <10
genes have been discovered, mostly through serendipity, to
exhibit RREO in mammals.
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doi:10.1093/nar/gki893Expressed sequence tags (ESTs) provide an abundant
source of information to study alternative splicing (4).
ESTs are single pass reads obtained from either the 50 or
the 30 end of a cDNA clone (21). As ESTs are derived
from fully processed mRNA (after 50 capping, splicing and
polyadenylation), they provide snapshots of mRNA diversity.
ESTs are therefore essential pieces of information that enable
the investigation of the types of transcripts generated from a
genome. Based on analyses of ESTs,many studies have shown
that through the combination of bioinformatics methodology
and genomic resources, much information about the extent of
alternative cis-splicing can be obtained (22–26). However, it
must be emphasized that the EST sequences catalogued in
dbEST (27) are merely a sample of the transcriptome and
have many limitations (21).
We describe here the ﬁrst genome-wide survey of RREO
events in publicly available expressed sequences from
multiple species. The method we employed to detect these
non-linear mRNA sequences is different from previous
genome-wide surveys of linear-splicing, which have generally
employed the strategy of aligning ESTs to the genome
sequence (4). We have developed a computational approach
based on the strategy taken previously by Hide et al. (16) in
which they investigated linear exon skipping and single exon
repetition events for human chromosome 22 (16). In our ana-
lyses, the complexity of each and every gene sequence was
reduced to a set of possible non-linear exon splice junctions
(100 bp in length) that were then used to search for ESTs or
mRNA sequences spanning the non-linear exon–exon junc-
tions (Figure 1). The exon sequences used in creating the non-
linear exon splice junction probes were obtained from
Ensembl, which currently provides the most deﬁnitive collec-
tion of gene structures for many species (28,29).
Our search for RREO patterns in publicly expressed
sequences has yielded evidence for the occurrence of this
phenomenon in  1% of mammalian genes, and also
shows that this process is evolutionarily conserved for one
gene between human and mouse, suggesting a biological
function. We have conducted a manual assessment of 100
of the human RREO events, to assess the impact of the non-
linear splice on the open reading frame (ORF) of the ESTs.
A statistical analysis of the sizes of the exons and introns
involved around these events has highlighted a signiﬁcant
characteristic associated with these genomic regions. These
results imply that RREO is possible from a subset of genes
within a genome and hints at the existence of non-
linear information encoded within the genomes of complex
organisms.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data sources
Our analysis is based on four major types of data: genome
sequence assemblies, Ensembl exon sequence models, EST
and mRNA sequences. Human genomic chromosome seq-
uences and mRNA sequences were downloaded from the
UCSC genome browser (UCSC hg17, May 2004, NCBI 35
assembly), (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg17/
bigZips/). Human genome exon sequence data were down-
loaded from Ensembl (v29.35b, NCBI 35 assembly), (http://
www.ensembl.org/). Human EST sequences were downloaded
from NCBI (May 2005), (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/blast/db/
FASTA/). Mouse genomic chromosome sequences and
mRNA sequences were downloaded from the UCSC genome
browser (UCSC mm6, March 2005), (http://hgdownload.cse.
ucsc.edu/goldenPath/mm6/bigZips/). Mouse genome exon
sequence data were downloaded from Ensembl (v27.33c.1,
NCBI m33 assembly). Mouse EST sequences were down-
loaded from NCBI (May 2005), (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/blast/
db/FASTA/). Rat genomic chromosome sequences, EST and
mRNA sequences were downloaded from the UCSC genome
browser (UCSC rn3, June 2003) (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.
edu/goldenPath/rnJun2003/bigZips/). Rat genome exon seq-
uence data were downloaded from Ensembl (v27.3e.1,
RGSC 3.1 assembly). Chicken genomic chromosome seq-
uences, EST and mRNA sequences were downloaded from
the UCSC genome browser (UCSC galGal2, February 2004),
(http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/galGal2/bigZips/).
Chicken genome exon sequence data were downloaded
from Ensembl (v27.1d.1, WASHUC1 assembly). Zebraﬁsh
genomic chromosome sequences, EST and mRNA sequences
were downloaded from the UCSC genome browser (UCSC
danRer2, June 2004), (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/
goldenPath/danRer2/bigZips/). Zebraﬁsh genome exon
sequence data were downloaded from Ensembl (v27.4b.1,
WTSI Zv4 assembly). Drosophila melanogaster genomic
chromosome sequences, EST and mRNA sequences were
downloaded from the UCSC genome browser (UCSC dm2,
April 2004), (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/
dm2/bigZips/). Drosophila genome exon sequence data
were downloaded from Ensembl (v27.3c.1, BDGP 3.1
assembly).
Figure 1. An illustration of the linear and non-linear genome information
spaces for a hypothetical gene that contains five exons. (A) A simple cartoon
of a hypothetical gene containing five exons. (B) The total genome informa-
tion space for a five-exon gene. Our approach to investigate the non-linear
genomeinformationspaceinvolvedcreating a set ofpossiblenon-linear exon–
exon junction sequences of 100 bp (dark grey and light grey genome informa-
tion spaces) for each gene. The first 50 bp are derived from the 50 exon and the
last 50 bp are derived from the 30 exon in each possible non-linear exon–exon
splice combination for all Ensembl exons from each gene.
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A series of programs written in the Perl programming
language (v5.8.5) were created to produce possible 100 bp
non-linear exon–exon splice junction probe sequences for
each gene (Figure 1). Separate programs were used to create
the non-linear single exon splice sequences (dark grey space in
Figure 1) and the non-linear multi-exon splice sequences (light
grey space in Figure 1). For each species, all Ensembl exons
were ﬁltered so that only those genes with more than one exon
and only exons >50 bp in length were used. Using this list of
exon sequences, the non-linear single exon splice sequences
were created for each gene by joining 50 bp from the 30 ter-
minus of each exon with 50 bp from the 50 terminus of the
same exon. The non-linear multi-exon splice sequences were
created for each gene by using the following algorithm, ‘for
eachexon,startingwiththemost30 exoninthegene,take50bp
from the 30 terminus of the exon and join with the 50 bp
from the 50 terminus of each of the preceding exons in
the gene’. The resulting list of 100 bp non-linear single and
multi-exon splice sequences were submitted for similarity
searching against all ESTs and mRNA sequences for the rel-
evant species using megablast (30) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/blast/megablast.shtml). ESTs and mRNA sequences
showing >95% similarity to the query sequence (E-value in
megablast searches was 1 · 10
 40) were extracted. All EST
and mRNA sequences conﬁrming non-linear exon splicing
events were then mapped back to the relevant genome
along with the original non-linear splice sequence by using
the command line version of the BLAT program (31).Weused
BLAT version 32 for Linux (http://www.soe.ucsc.edu/~kent/
exe/). Only those non-linear splicing events in which the EST
ormRNAconﬁrmingtheeventwasthebestalignmentwiththe
highest BLAT score in the correct gene from which the ori-
ginal non-linear splice sequence was derived were kept. This
ensured that we excluded ESTs or mRNAs from paralogous
genes or which were derived from a different gene to the one
under investigation. Also, we only kept those non-linear spli-
cing events in which the original non-linear splice sequence
produced only two alignments against the correct gene with a
BLAT score of 45–55 for each half of the non-linear splice
sequence. This ensured that we ﬁltered out those non-linear
splice sequences that were derived from genes, which con-
tained exon duplications. All subsequent EST sequences
conﬁrming non-linear exon splicing events were then
screened for vector sequence contamination by utilizing the
VecScreen program at the National Centre for Biotechnolo-
gical Information (NCBI, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
VecScreen/VecScreen.html). The resultant EST and mRNA
sequences were catalogued as evidence conﬁrming RREO for
the relevant exons and genes. Evolutionarily conserved RREO
events were detected by using gene orthologues information
available from Ensembl and using programs written in Perl to
ﬁndgene orthologue matches between species from our lists of
genes found to be involved in RREO. Matches were inspected
manually for exon orthologue veriﬁcation, by ensuring that the
exons involved were the best reciprocal hits using the BLAST-
view tool available at Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.org/
Multi/blastview).
Analysis of the EST sequences involved in non-linear
mRNA alternative splicing
Alignment of EST and mRNA sequences to genome
sequences, in order to ascertain the exons covered in the
expressed sequences was undertaken using the BLAT program
available within the UCSC genome browser (http://genome.
ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgBlat). For ORF analysis, human EST
sequences were submitted to the NCBI ORF Finder program
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gorf/gorf.html). We accepted
the longest ORF in the correct direction for the EST and gene,
with identity to the SWISS-PROT reference protein sequence
for the gene. In the absence of any identity to the reference
protein sequence, the longest ORF in the correct direction was
taken. Alignments of ORF sequences with the SWISS-PROT
reference sequence were undertaken using the program
ClustalX (32).
Analysis of human genes, exons and introns involved in
non-linear mRNA alternative splicing
Gene ontology annotation analysis of human genes was under-
taken using the ‘GO::TermFinder’ program locally (33) and
the web tool ‘Fatigo’ (http://www.fatigo.org/) (34). To estim-
ate the relative expression of human exons involved in RREO,
by their representation in dbEST, all human exon sequences
(239 250) were downloaded from Ensembl. Exons <50 bp in
length were ﬁltered out, as these were not analysed for RREO.
The resulting 225 252 exons (>50 bp) were used in a mega-
blast against all human ESTs, using an E-value of 1 · 10
 40.
Perl programs were used to parse the blast results, count the
number of EST hits per exon and process the results. To
undertake a statistical analysis of the lengths of the human
exons and introns involved in RREO, a random set of 100
RREO events were generated from our list of all RREO human
events. Also, a random set of 100 exons was selected from a
list of all Ensembl human exons, which had been ﬁltered to
remove those genes for which we have evidence for involve-
mentin RREO.Allhumanexon and intronsizeswere obtained
from Ensembl. An independent samples t-test was used to
calculate the P-values for the average sizes between these
two samples with a 95% conﬁdence interval. All statistical
analyses were undertaken with the SPSS software package
(v11.01 for Windows). Random sampling was undertaken
using a Perl program with a random number generator.
RESULTS
We have undertaken a large-scale investigation of RREO
events in all expressed sequences from GenBank for six spe-
cies. As an example of the strategy of this work,  2.7 million
100 bp non-linear exon–exon splice junction probe sequences
were generated using human exon sequences deﬁned by the
human Ensembl gene models. These 100 bp sequences were
then used to search for exons rearranged out of linear order in
 6.25 million human expressed sequences. From this search,
a total of 263 human expressed sequences from 178 human
genes were identiﬁed to conﬁrm an RREO event. The results
of the analyses of six species for RREO events in ESTs
and mRNA sequences are summarized in Table 1. We have
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exhibitasignatureforRREO inEST ormRNA sequences. The
data in Table 1 shows the number of ESTs and mRNAs con-
ﬁrming the non-linear single exon splice events (dark grey
non-linear genome information space in Figure 1) and the
non-linear multi-exon splice events (light grey non-linear gen-
ome information space in Figure 1). An example of the fre-
quency distribution of the number of ESTs per gene is shown
in Figure 2, for the 170 human genes that exhibit RREO events
in ESTs. Figure 2 shows that the majority (78.2%) of the 170
human genes are represented by a single EST, with 20.1% of
the human genes represented by 2–4 ESTs and an additional
3genes represented by7, 9and 19ESTs.Thispattern istypical
of the other 5 species in Table 1.
Our analysis has identiﬁed two previously known genes
that exhibit RREO in mRNA. The human FBXO7 gene
(Ensembl ID ENSG00000100225) has been shown previously
(16) to exhibit a single exon repetition of exon 2 in the EST
AA569698, and our analysis also detects this same event. The
RatOCTC_RAT gene (EnsemblID ENSRNOG00000006779),
otherwise known as the COT gene, is one of the best-
characterized examples of exon repetition. The Rat COT
gene has been shown previously to exhibit single exon repe-
tition of exon 2 (14,20), in liver and kidney tissues. We have
discovered a single exon repetition event of exon 2 for the Rat
COT gene in Brown Norway testis tissue (EST CK603740).
The COT gene exon coverage of this EST is1-2-2-3-4-5-6. We
did not detect other previously known examples of RREO in
ESTs or mRNAs because their signatures were not present in
the sequences available in GenBank.
RREO occurs in both the human and mouse CTBP2
genes (Ensembl ID ENSG00000175029 and Ensembl ID
ENSMUSG00000030970, respectively). We have identiﬁed
ESTs from both species that exhibit repetition of exon 3
(Ensembl human exon ENSE00001191630 and mouse exon
ENSMUSE00000341464). Exon 3 from both species is 100%
identical in its sequence composition. A human EST from a
pooled pancreas and spleen tissue source (EST BI834017)
exhibits the exon coverage pattern 1-2-3-3 when aligned to
the genomic sequence of the human CTBP2 gene. Two mouse
ESTs from a mammary tumour tissue sample (ESTs BI660369
and BI655703), both exhibit the exon coverage pattern 1-2-3-
3-4 when aligned to the genomic sequence of the mouse
CTBP2 gene. Interestingly, we also identiﬁed a mouse EST
from a mammary tissue source (EST BY017851) that exhibits
the exon coverage pattern 1-2-2. This EST was from a differ-
ent clone library and separate laboratory to the previous two
mouse ESTs.
A representative sample of 100 human RREO events in
ESTs were examined manually, in order to elucidate the effect
Table 1. A summary of the detection of RREO events in EST and mRNA sequences from six species
Human Mouse Rat Chicken Zebrafish Fruit fly
Number of EST
sequences in GenBank
6057800 4334174 701039 540881 630156 383407
Number of mRNA
sequences in GenBank
194508 172159 17575 26296 13064 15897
No. of EST sequences
confirming non-linear
single exon splicing
25 (Supplementary
Table A)
a
28 (Supplementary
Table E)
a
2 (Supplementary
Table I)
a
0 3 (Supplementary
Table N)
a
6 (Supplementary
Table Q )
a
No. of mRNA sequences
confirming non-linear
single exon splicing
3 (Supplementary
Table B)
a
9 (Supplementary
Table F)
a
0 1 (Supplementary
Table K)
a
1 (Supplementary
Table O)
a
1 (Supplementary
Table R)
a
No. of EST sequences
confirming non-linear
multi-exon splicing
221 (Supplementary
Table C)
a
48 (Supplementary
Table G)
a
15 (Supplementary
Table J)
a
9 (Supplementary
Table L)
a
23 (Supplementary
Table P)
a
1 (Supplementary
Table S)
a
No. of mRNA sequences
confirming non-linear
multi-exon splicing
14 (Supplementary
Table D)
a
13 (Supplementary
Table H)
a
0 2 (Supplementary
Table M)
a
00
Total no. of expressed
sequences confirming
non-linear splicing
263 98 17 12 27 8
Total no. of genes
involved in
non-linear splicing
178 61 7 6 8 5
aEachsupplementarytablecontainstheESTormRNAGenBankID,Ensemblexonandgeneidentifiersaswellasthesequenceofthe100bpnon-linearsplicesequence
used to detect each event.
Figure 2. Frequencydistributionofthenumberofnon-linearESTsdetectedfor
each of the 170 human genes. The 170 human genes that exhibit non-linear
splicing in EST sequences were assessed for the number of non-linear EST
sequences within dbEST, which confirm each non-linear splice event.
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the SWISS-PROT protein sequence, for the gene from which
the EST was derived. The results of this analysis are docu-
mented in Supplementary Table T, as well as additional
information on these 100 events. This more detailed analysis
of non-linear expressed sequences enabled us to determine the
exact exons involved. Due to the short nature of EST
sequences, they are rather uninformative with regards to deci-
phering whether the non-linear splice event is due to the phe-
nomenon of exon repetition or exon scrambling. In order forus
to categorize the events in this manner with conﬁdence, we
would need the full transcript sequence. Nonetheless, even
sequences that are not long enough to show the repetition
of exons can provide evidence for exon repetition rather
than scrambling. To illustrate this, consider a gene comprising
5 exons, in which exons 3 and 4 participate in exon repetition
(i.e. mRNA is 1-2-3-4-3-4-5). The 4-3 junction shows RREO,
being the site where the tandemly repeated blocks are juxta-
posed. However, the exon arrangement to either side of this
site is normal, with no other discontinuity from the linear
order. In contrast, exon scrambling is thought to occur within
circles or lariats containing only a subset of exons (12,13).
Hence,thepresence ofterminalexons 1and5,orthe 2-3or4-5
junctions, would argue strongly in favour of exon repetition.
Of the representative sample of 100 human RREO events in
Supplementary Table T, 15 are examples of non-linear single
exon splicing events (the non-linear exon splice being derived
from the dark grey genome information space in Figure 1) and
85areexamplesofnon-linearmulti-exonsplicing events(light
grey genome information space in Figure 1). Of these 100
events, 39 show a clear signature in the full EST sequence
(as described above) of exon repetition. It was impossible to
decipher whether the remaining 61 are a result of exon scram-
bling or exon repetition due to the short nature of the EST
sequences, and we can only categorize these simply as non-
linear mRNA transcripts. However, it is unlikely that these
non-linear sequences are derived from the process of exon
scrambling which produces circular mRNAs (13), because
they would not contain polyA tails. Since most EST cDNA
libraries are oligo(dT) primed and therefore select transcripts
with a polyA tails (21), we would expect that non-linear tran-
scripts produced as a result of exon scrambling to be very
much a minor fraction of the non-linear transcript pool within
dbEST.
Interestingly, four genes (SNX5, O60524, EYA1 and
ARHGAP26) show evidence of two different regions of the
gene being involved in non-linear splicing. For example, the
gene SNX5 exhibits a non-linear splice between exons 12 and
3, and also between exons 4 and 3 in separate EST sequences.
The results of the ORF analysis of 100 human RREO events
in ESTs are summarized in Figure 3A. Of these 100 splicing
events, 82 occur in the coding sequence region of the gene and
18 involve exons within the untranslated region (UTR) of the
Ensembl gene models. Strikingly, we found no non-linear
splicing events involving the ﬁrst exon of a gene, suggesting
that the processes that we are investigating are indeed altern-
ative splicing mechanisms rather than an abnormality. We
categorized EST sequences as candidates for nonsense-
mediated RNA decay (NMD) if a termination codon was pro-
duced by RREO >50 nt upstream of the ﬁnal exon (35). This
produced 36 candidates among the 100 sequences. This is
comparable with previous research, which suggests that
approximately a third of alternative splicing events in humans
mightresult in NMDcandidate transcripts (6–8).Interestingly,
25/100 non-linear sequences exhibit a completely in-frame
ORF when compared to the reference protein sequence, sug-
gesting repetition of a portion of the original protein sequence.
ORF analysis of the evolutionarily conserved RREO events
from the CTBP2 gene were complicated by the fact that the
exon 3 involved is not completely coding sequence. The ﬁrst
half of the CTBP2 exon 3 is 50-UTR (according to current
Ensembl gene model) and therefore comparison of the ORF
with the reference protein sequence is uninformative after the
non-linear splice site. We found the human CTBP2 non-linear
EST to exhibit a frame shift (as expected) in the ORF with no
premature stop codon, whereas the mouse CTBP2 non-linear
EST sequences are frame shifted and are both candidate NMD
transcripts with the PTC being derived from different regions
of the repeated exon 3 sequence. As the EST sequencing error
rate can be as high as 3% (36), it is possible that this is the
cause of many PTCs in EST sequences and the false identi-
ﬁcation of NMD candidate sequences. Therefore, the func-
tional analysis of the human and mouse EST transcripts
derived from the CTBP2 gene is inconclusive. Figure 3B
shows a summary of the non-linear splice locations within
their respective protein sequences for the representative sam-
ple of 100 human RREO events in ESTs. The majority of the
RREO events (54/100) involve the N-terminal region of the
protein sequences encoded by these genes. A further 32/100
RREO events involve the internal regions of the proteins, with
the minority (14/100) involving the C-terminal of the protein
sequences. Therefore, the non-linear splicing phenomenon
would seem to mostly affect the N-terminal regions of protein
sequences.
For the 170 human genes that exhibit RREO events in ESTs,
Figure 4 illustrates the variety of tissue sources from which
these ESTs were derived. The majority of tissues represented
by these ESTs are brain/nervous tissue, breast, colon and lung
tissues, with a diverse list of tissues representing the rest of the
ESTs. This distribution reﬂects the frequency of tissues rep-
resented in dbEST and therefore suggests that there are no
particular tissues that are associated with RREO. Therefore,
RREO would appear to be a process that occurs throughout the
human body. Also, we observed that 22.5% of the human non-
linear spliced ESTs are derived from cancerous tissues. As it
has been estimated that >50% of the ESTs in dbEST come
from cancer cell lines or tumour tissues (37), this suggests that
RREO is not an anomaly linked to cancerous tissues.
All the 178 human genes we found to be involved in RREO
were analysed for functional annotation information. We used
two different tools (see Materials and Methods) to assess the
Gene Ontology (GO) terms associated with these 178 genes, in
order to investigate whether there were any predominant gene
functions associated with them. The only GO term that the
‘GO::TermFinder’ tool, found to be statistically signiﬁcantly
enrichedinourgenelist,wastheGOcellularcompartmentterm
‘intracellular’. Of the 178 human genes involved in RREO, we
found 80 were annotated with GO terms at this level of the
‘cellular compartment’ GO model and 53/80 (66.2%) were
annotated as being ‘intracellular’ (P ¼ 0.00016), compared to
the ‘genome frequency of use’ of this term. Use of the ‘Fatigo’
web tool found that the only other predominant GO term
5908 Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 18associated with this list of human genes was that of ‘binding’
from the ‘GO molecular function, level 2’ section of the onto-
logy, wherein 106/178 genes were annotated with GO terms
and 40.5% of these were annotated with the ‘binding’ term.
As many EST libraries are normalized, subtracted or
enriched in certain clones, the frequency of representation
of a gene in dbEST cannot be used to accurately predict its
expression level (21,38). However, even with the process of
library normalization, abundant transcripts are represented
more frequently in dbEST than rare ones (21,38). Thus, the
relative expression of human exons involved in RREO in
mRNA can be roughly estimated by their representation in
dbEST as compared to all other human exons. We undertook a
large megablast of all human exons that were 50 bp or more in
size (225 252/239 250 total exons) versus all human ESTs, as
our RREO detection workﬂow only utilized exons that were
50 bp or more in length. Of the 225252 exons that were used
in the megablast, 56809 were found to have no representation
in dbEST. Theresulting168442 exons were split into the three
expression categories (Table 2), comprising approximately
equal number of exons. The exons involved in RREO from
all the 178 human genes that we found to exhibit RREO were
then analysed. We found that the majority (17/24) of human
exons involved in non-linear single exon splicing events were
represented in the high category of Table 2. This suggests that
these exons are highly represented by EST sequences in
dbEST and are therefore likely to be highly expressed
genes. The human exons involved in non-linear multi-exon
splicing events were more evenly distributed amongst the
three expression categories.
A
B
Figure 3. An analysis of a representative sample of 100 human non-linear splicing events in EST sequences. (A) Open reading frame analysis of 100 human non-
linear spliced EST sequences. CDS: non-linear splice site involves only exons within the coding sequence of the gene. UTR: non-linear splice site involves exons
withintheuntranslatedregionofthegene.FrameShift:thenon-linearspliceintroducesaframeshiftintheopenreadingframeofthesequencewhencomparedtothe
reference protein sequence for the gene. Inframe: the non-linear splice conserves the open reading frame of the sequence when compared to the reference protein
sequenceforthegene.STOP:thenon-linearspliceintroducesaprematurestopcodoninthesequence.PTC-NMDSTOP:thenon-linearspliceintroducesapremature
stopcodoninthesequencethatis>50ntupstreamofthefinalexonandisthereforeacandidatesequencefornonsense-mediatedRNAdecay.(B)Summaryofthenon-
linear splice locations in the proteins of 100 human events. The potential protein sequence regions affected by the 100 human non-linear human events in EST
sequences. Each protein sequence was divided into thirds by the number of amino acids. The locations of the non-linear splice within the open reading frame of the
protein were classified as N-terminal when occurring in the first third of the protein sequence, internal when occurring in the second third and C-terminal when
occurring in the last third of the protein sequence.
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human RREO events by comparing them with a random sam-
ple of exons that exhibit no evidence of RREO in human EST
or mRNA sequences. The results of this analysis (Table 3)
suggest that genes that contain a region with longer than aver-
age exons and introns are more likely to undertake RREO in
mRNA. The intron that precedes the exon found in the mRNA
atthe30 sideofthediscontinuity(e.g.theintronprecedingexon
2inanon-linearsplice involvingexons 4-2)seems particularly
signiﬁcant, with an average length of >20000 bases compared
toanaverageof 3000basesforthoseexonsthathavenoevid-
ence of being involved in this phenomenon. The exonic and
intronic size distributions that were obtained from our small
random sample of all human exons for which there is no evid-
ence of RREO is comparable with those that have been repor-
tedpreviouslyforhumans(1),whereameanintronsizeof3365
andmeanexonsizeof145wasobserved. Wealsoobserved the
exon sizes from Table 3 for a multiple of three (their ability to
preserve the ORF), of both the random exons that exhibit no
evidence of RREO and the exons involved in RREO. We
found that 48/100 of the 50 exons involved in RREO are a
multiple of 3. The 30 exons involved in RREO show that 45/
100are amultipleof3inexon size.Incontrast,30/100random
exons with no evidence of RREO are a multiple of 3.
DISCUSSION
Our computational approach has enabled us to identify pre-
cisely expressed sequences that contain a signature of RREO.
However, this strategy is limited in its power to detect all
instances of RREO for a number of reasons. Computational
detection of splicing in non-linear genome information spaces
is dependent on EST data sources as the largest pool of tran-
script data currently available. However, ESTs are a problem-
atic source of information and they are merely a sample of the
Table 2. An estimation of the relative expression of human exons involved in
non-linear splicing by their representation in dbEST
Expression
category
Non-linear single
exon (n ¼ 24)
Non-linear
50 multi-exon
(n ¼ 152)
Non-linear
30 multi-exon
(n ¼ 151)
High 17 (70.8%) 50 (32.9%) 46 (30.5%)
Medium 4 (16.7%) 64 (42.1%) 63 (41.7%)
Low 3 (12.5%) 38 (25%) 42 (27.8%)
TheexpressioncategoryHIGHincludesexons(56591 exons)whicharerepre-
sented by >34 ESTs in dbEST, with MEDIUM exons (53837 exons) being
represented by >9 and <33 ESTs and low exons (58014 exons) being repre-
sented by >1 and <8 ESTs in dbEST. Non-linear single exons are those exons
thatareinvolvedinnon-linearsingleexonsplicing(darkgreygenomeinforma-
tion space in Figure 1). Non-linear 50 multi-exons are those exons that are the
50 exoninanon-linearmultiexonsplicingevent(lightgreygenomeinformation
spaceinFigure1).Non-linear30 multi-exonsarethoseexonsthatarethe30 exon
in a non-linear multi exon splicing event (light grey genome information space
in Figure 1).
Table 3. A statistical analyses of exon/intron sizes of a random sample of 100
humannon-linearsplicingeventsversusarandomsampleof100exonsfromall
human exons, for which there is no evidence of non-linear splicing
Exons with evidence for
non-linear splicing
Random exons with no evidence
of non-linear splicing
P-value
A 20628 (± 3053) 3159 (± 523) 1.5 · 10
 7
B 12556 (± 2839) 3159 (± 523) 0.002
C 10067 (± 1973) 3191 (± 644) 0.001
D 15135 (± 2158) 3191 (± 644) 5.4 · 10
 7
E 320 (± 58) 153 (± 16) 0.007
F 280 (± 49) 153 (± 16) 0.017
Numbers shown are the Mean length ± the standard error of the mean
(n ¼ 100). An independent samples t-test was used to calculate the P-values
fortheaveragesizesbetweenthesetwosampleswitha95%confidenceinterval.
A: comparison of the 50 intron of random exons, to the 50 introns of the 30 exon
involvedinanon-linearsplicingevent;B:comparisonofthe50 intronofrandom
exons,tothe50 intronsofthe50 exoninvolvedinanon-linearsplicingevent;C:
comparison of the 30 intron of random exons, to the 30 introns of the 30 exon
involvedinanon-linearsplicingevent;D:comparisonofthe30 intronofrandom
exons,tothe30 intronsofthe50 exoninvolvedinanon-linearsplicingevent;E:
comparison of random exons, to the 50 exon involved in a non-linear splicing
event; F: comparison of random exons, to the 30 exon involved in a non-linear
splicing event.
Figure 4. Asummaryofthetissuesourcesfromwhichthenon-linearsplicedESTsfor170humangeneswerederived.Tissuesourceinformationwasobtainedfrom
the GenBank records of the EST sequences.
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variant in dbEST is possible only if its transcription level is
sufﬁciently high in a tissue type (dbEST is highly biased for a
limited number of tissue types) for which an EST library has
been prepared. Also, as most ESTs are generated from the 50
and the 30 termini of the transcript, dbEST is highly biased
towards under-representation of splice variants involving
exons that are in the middle of long transcripts (4). Indeed,
EST coverage inthe 50-UTRisoftenmuchlower thaninthe30-
UTR (39).As we found most RREO events tend to occur inthe
50 half of the gene, this could contribute to why we have
detected so few RREO events. In addition, ESTs contain a
high sequence error rate of up to 3%, they are short, averaging
 400bpinlengthandthey contain artefactssuchasvector and
bacterialsequencecontamination(36).Asourstrategydepends
on using stringent sequence matching parameters around the
non-linear splice site, it obviously decreases the chances
of detecting non-linear splice forms if there is a high degree
of error in the sequences we are searching. The short length of
most ESTs also limits our detection rate, as many ESTs are so
short that they do not span an exon junction and are thus
uninformative. We have not taken into account in this study
the possibility that RREO may use alternative 50 and 30 splice
sites to those currently deﬁned by the Ensembl gene models.
As this is a common mechanism in linear splicing, it is entirely
likely that this also occurs in the non-linear genome informa-
tion space. Future research could incorporate this into the
computational analysis to enable a more thorough search of
the non-linear genome information space. Our computational
analysis pipeline ﬁltered out those ESTs, which were derived
from genes that have paralogues, or contain intragenic exon
duplications, as these could not be discerned to be the result of
linear or non-linear alternative splicing. All these factors taken
together suggest that there may be many more genes than we
have detected that undertake RREO.
Another problem with ESTs that is particularly relevant to
this study is that of chimeric artefact sequences, which are
the result of concatenation of two or more expressed
sequences from different regions of the genome. It can be
an artefact of cDNA cloning, sequencing (40) or abnormal
reverse-transcription (41). However, because the portions of
a chimeric EST sequence are joined at random, they are gen-
erally from different chromosomes or distant regions of the
same chromosome. Therefore, artefacts such as chimeric
sequences are unlikely to join by chance at exact exon–
exon splice sites. Our strategy was based on the use of com-
putationally generated non-linear exon–exon splice junction
sequence probes from established Ensembl gene models for
searching dbEST. This provides us with conﬁdence that we are
not selecting for artefacts such as chimeric sequences. More-
over, our approach ensures that we only detect those ESTs,
whose sequence spans a canonical non-linear exon–exon
boundary in a ‘sense/sense’ manner. Chimeric transcripts
generated as a result of artefacts would be expected to
randomly generate ‘sense/antisense’ sequences in one half
of the cases.
Our estimate of the relative expression of exons involved in
RREO (by their representation in dbEST) suggests that a sub-
stantial portion of these exons are highly expressed, indicating
that non-linear splice forms may be a minor component of the
transcriptome compared to linear alternative splice forms, as
most of the genes we found to exhibit RREO were represented
by 1–2 ESTs. A number of previous in silico approaches
that have searched ESTs for linear splicing patterns have
required that the discovery of alternative splice forms are
observed in multiple ESTs (often from different libraries),
so as to increase conﬁdence that they are not low frequency
error products (4). However, it is also recognized that this
stringency is unsuitable for the detection of minor splice
forms (4). Our research suggests that non-linear splice
forms are indeed a minor component of the transcriptome
compared to linear splice forms. Recent research has sugges-
ted that approximately one-third of functional linear splice
forms are represented by only one EST in dbEST (42). Indeed,
recent gene expression experiments have revealed that half of
all transcripts within a cell are present in fewer than 10 copies
(43). Therefore, the RREO events we have detected from a
single EST cannot be dismissed easily as error products or
splicing noise. Besides, our analysis has found genes that
provide evidence for non-linear splicing from multiple
ESTs and from different cDNA libraries. However, it is pos-
sible that some of the RREO events may represent species-
speciﬁc ‘splicing noise’, but the existence of such noise might
be evidence of the ﬂexibility of the splicing mechanism that
could enable the evolution of new functional forms from non-
linear genome information spaces.
The signiﬁcance of RREO in mRNA has yet to be fully
established. However, several lines of evidence suggest bio-
logical function. We found evidence of an evolutionarily con-
served exon repetition event, involving exon 3 from the
CTBP2 gene in both mouse and human. The conservation
of such an event in both human and mouse species, which
diverged from their common ancestor 75–110 million years
ago, suggests some functional importance of this non-linear
splice form to both species.
There are several routes by which RREO might contribute
to a selectable phenotype. A quarter of the ORFs that we ana-
lysed were preserved after a non-linear exon splice, such that
the effect of RREO would be to introduce a duplicated section
into the protein. An example of this has been noted already by
Claudevilla et al. (14), who have directly shown that that the
COT gene exon repetition of exons 2 and 3 resulted in the pre-
dicted larger protein. In other cases, RREO introduced frame
shiftsandprematuretruncationoftheproteinsequences,which
would increase protein diversity. In over a third of the RREO
events, the resulting sequences would be expected to be poten-
tial targets for NMD, which is recognized as a means of regu-
lating gene expression at a post-transcriptional point (6–8).
Interestingly, whereas the Sprague–Dawley rats studied by
Claudevilla et al. (14) repeat COT exons 2 and 3, resulting in
thesynthesisofalongerpolypeptide,theWKYstrainproduces
repetition of exon 2, which creates an upstream out-of-frame
initiation codon (20) that reduces expression substantially in
reporter assays (R. Rigatti, N. J. Samani and I. C. Eperon,
unpublished data) and might make the mRNA susceptible to
NMD. The same repeat was found in the database for Brown
Norway rat testis RNA. Hence, the different preferences for
patterns of exon repetition among different alleles of one gene
(20) can result in the extreme alternatives of longer poly-
peptides or the attenuation of expression. Since the majority
of RREO events involve the protein-coding region, as others
have found for linear alternative splicing events (26), it
Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 18 5911seems likely that RREO is subject to selection, with effects on
biological function or expression that contribute to phenotypic
variation.
It is currently unclear how the mechanism of RREO in
mRNA occurs. In our analysis, we have detected expressed
sequences, which exhibit a non-linear exon order according to
the current Ensembl gene models. Some of the ESTs we have
detected are clearly the result of exon repetition. It has been
suggested that exon repetition is the result of trans-splicing
(3,14). However, research on the two best-characterized
examples of exon repetition suggests that this phenomenon
is restricted to speciﬁc alleles of the affected genes and is
determined in cis rather than as a result of interallelic
trans-splicing (20). Therefore, if exon repetition is the result
of trans-splicing it must be from transcripts from the same
allele. Our analysis of the size distributions of exons and
introns involved in non-linear splicing suggests that genes,
with longer than average exons and introns are more likely
to be involved in RREO. Recent research on the human
genome has found that <10% of all introns are >11000 bp
in length and <15–20% of all exons are >200 bp in length (44).
As we found most exons and introns involved in RREO are
signiﬁcantly longer than this size range, it suggests that only a
minor fraction of all genes could undertake RREO, which
contributes to explaining why non-linear splice forms are a
minor component of the transcriptome. This characteristic of
the genes involved in RREO suggests an intron/exon arrange-
ment which may facilitate the mechanism of RREO in mRNA.
Our observations, in particular that the length of the intron
preceding the exons involved in the exon repetition is longer
than average, is consistent with work on the mechanisms of
exon repetition (J.-H. Jia, N. J. Samani and I. C. Eperon,
unpublished data) and with some recent experiments on
trans-splicing (45).
Future analysis could search for genes with this particular
characteristic and enable a more directed investigation for
genes susceptible to RREO. We intend to create an integrated
computational pipeline and database to automatically detect
and store further RREO events, as more expressed sequences
from many species become publicly available. This will pro-
vide a rich repository of information on the genes involved in
RREO and enable further research into the sequences around
these genomic regions to provide insights into the mechanisms
of RREO.
This research suggests that there are genome informa-
tion spaces, which need to be investigated if we are to fully
understand how life orchestrates itself in health and disease.
We suggest that genomes may contain information encoded in
a non-linear manner. For us to understand this information and
the role it plays in biology, we need to advance from analysing
ESTs and do as researchers in the ﬁeld of linear mRNA altern-
ative splicing have done, by moving to more high throughput
methods such as microarrays designed to detect splice forms.
The use of such methods would enable the experimental veri-
ﬁcation of novel non-linear splice forms and provide data for
their functional characterization.
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